Sister Cities Network
Peer Cities from Nashville
region have joined together
to address issues facing cities
across the region.

Sister Cities
Bikeways Roadshow
NACTO and its Affiliate Members are proud to bring
together city staff and advocates from around the
Nashville region to explore common opportunities and
challenges in bikeway implementation.

Over 48 hours, 20 participants shared
their projects and lessons learned,
toured bikeway projects in Nashville,
took part in a street design charrette,
and identified key city and regional
needs. The small group size allowed for
intimate discussions between
attendees, fostering a network of peer
cities facing similar challenges and
opportunities.

Rank

Favorite Sister City Bikeways Roadshow Sessions
1st
7 Minute Peer to
peer
presentations

4th
NACTO design
workshop
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3rd
Bike Tour

5th
Sponsor
presentations

WANT TO HOST SISTER CITIES NEXT?

2nd
6th
Group discussion

Participating Cities Included:
 Knoxville, TN
 Chattanooga, TN
 Huntsville, AL
 Louisville, KY
 Nashville, TN
 Indianapolis, IN
 Lexington, KY

The Heat

For more information about the
event and sponsorship, contact
Rolf Eisinger: 303.641.2115
Rolf.Eisinger@louisvilleky.gov

Thank you to our sponsors: EcoCounter, Transpo Industries, Pexco, Gresham Smith & Partners, and Impact Recovery Systems.

Sister Cities Bikeways Roadshow feedback
 88% and 11% of participants indicated
very satisfied and satisfied respectively when asked
about their level of satisfaction compared to other
similar conferences.

 The 7 minute peer to peer presentations were
participants’ favorite conference session.
 75% of participants’ NACTO’s Urban Bikeway Design
Guide knowledge increased.
 100% answered Extremely helpful when asked how
helpful the Sister Cities Bikeways Roadshow was with
connecting them to other professionals who are trying
to advance their bike networks and bike programs.
 Significant increase in participant knowledge about
sponsor products and services!
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Participants’ Comments
 Everything was excellent
 Exceeded expectations!
 Excellent job, well organized and a great
mix of professional networking and
experiencing the infrastructure!
 The biggest advantage/assets was the size
(we all got to know each other pretty
well), the proximity. Ease of travel cost,
and getting out to see the facilities in a
real city that has all kinds of mobility
challenges.

